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Introduction
▪ prosodic phrasing is variable – between and within
speakers [1, 2]
▪ speech pauses analyzed for
▪ optionality, i.e. ab-/presence in given location
▪ variability, i.e. variation of duration and breath
involvement

▪ pause modeling should be more than purely
punctuation-based [3]
▪ duration: highly variable for pauses [4] and quite variable
for breath noises [5]
▪ pauses less robust to speech rate increase than other
prosodic markers, such as final lengthening [6]

Methods
▪ BonnTempo-Corpus: 9 Czech, 7 English, 6 French, 13
German, 2 Italian speakers + 9 Arabic speakers [7, 8]
▪ 5 intended speech rates: very slow to very fast

▪ annotation: pauses (no fixed threshold), pause-internal
breath noises and pause-internal silent edges around
breath noises [9]

Results

▪ some pause locations less optional (see Fig. A):
▪ many pauses
▪ duration highly variable in accordance with speech
rate
▪ breath pauses mostly there
▪ often related to punctuation/conjunctions
▪ with increasing speech rate (see Fig. A and B):
▪ fewer pauses (non-breath in particular), mostly at
the less optional pause locations
▪ pauses, inhalations and edges around the breath
get shorter
▪ breath noises fill bigger portions of breath pauses

Discussion and Conclusion
▪
▪
▪
▪

optionality: some pause locations less optional
variability: high in durations of pauses, breath noises, and edges around them
speech rate affects optionality and variability → with increase: fewer and shorter pauses, breath noises, and edges
implications for pause modeling in natural and synthetic speech
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